1997 dodge ram 1500 no spark

I have fuel at the injector rail, and it will not start with starter fluid. Pulled a plug and checked for
spark, no spark. Replaced crank sensor, checked voltage at crank and cam sensors, took apart
tipm fuse box and checked connections, checked all relays, checked the control wire from pcm
to tipm, have no idea what to check next We have to think more basic Battery checked fine on a
battery tester. Dlobra answered 5 years ago. Cyndie answered 4 years ago. Stewart answered 4
years ago. I'm having the same problem. I replaced can sensor and she fired up again but I left
the key on and I'm back to no fire. Matthew answered 4 years ago. I'm having the same problem
on my 96 5. Changed cam sensor and crank sensor and didn't help. When this all started I
noticed exposed wires on the tcm wore harness. I moved the harness around while looking at
the wires and the truck hasn't started since. I replaced the wire harness going into the tcm but
that didn't change anything either. Another odd thing I've noticed is when I turn the key on
initially the fuel pump turns on and never stops. I have plenty of pressure at the rails but no
ignition. I'm lost. Moparchad answered 4 years ago. Same here. Rebuilt tranny and reinstalled.
Did great. Got in it the next day and it just cranks. No unhooked grounds no pinched wires has
new cam and crank sensors new fuel pump and swapped with a know good PCM. It's been
down for 3 month now. Wow sounds like a lot of are in this boat. Who has the answer? I am
pretty new to using the internet to get answers. So did anyone get their engine started. Stephen
answered 4 years ago. I got mine going. Turns out the cam sensor went out and fried my pcm
when it did. I replaced both and it started right up. Problems I was having was not power to coil
or fuel pump. Trucklover answered 3 years ago. I do have the same thing. Will not start or no
spark. May be distributor is are out of time out of whack i think that is my my problem is.
Stephen answered 3 years ago. Mine was the pickup coil inside the distributor black plastic disc
with a wire coming off it.. It was shorted where it kinks where it enters the distributor.
Austinshillito answered 3 years ago. I have a manual Dodge Ram sport. It ran great, then it sat
all winter, turns over good, fuel pump doesn't seem to turn on, no high pressure at the fuel rail.
No spark to coil, I replace coil with a brand new one, still no power to coil. I ran a jumper wire
from the battery to the coil and still no power. Changed all fuses and relays in the fuse box, still
nothing. Any ideas? Josh answered 3 years ago. GuruQPY3 answered 3 years ago. Read your
report on the no start after doing everything in the book with no success. Sorry guys I have no
answer either I've replaced everything that is electronic and still no luck Benjamin answered 3
years ago. Have you figured out the problem??? My 05 dodge ram 4. Replaced the crank and
cam sensor also the computer. Still no start!!! David answered 3 years ago. My 94dodge had
same problem changed crank and cam sensors and pcm still no spark replace coil too still
nothing then I open up wire harness between pcm and to cam crank connectors and found
burnt spliced wires. Ron answered 3 years ago. Thelitone answered 3 years ago. One of my
sparkplug wires wuz laying on my motor n shorted out check all plug wires!!! Andy answered 3
years ago. I have a Dodge Ram 4. I have fuel but no spark I noticed a lot of yellow with red tracer
wires coming from PCM making power coming from cam does anyone know what these wires
are for. I have done everything brand new all sensors, battery, and cleaned all grounds. The
truck has been sitting for about three years and was pretty much taken apart by the previous
owner. Same symptoms but mine is stranger. It dies while you are going down the road. No
spark. Replaced the coil but it didn't help. But if you wait minutes it will start again and usually
get you home. It will not throw a code. It will crank but no spark. Rebecca answered 3 years ago.
Cnltnn, we had this issue, didn't throw trouble codes but it was the O2 sensor. The O2 sensor
we were told has a heating element in it like the old electric heaters. When the vehicle starts it
runs by computer until proper operating temperatures take over, about 20 minutes. If that
element breaks, then the computer will shut the truck down. We changed ours and have not had
a problem until now. Now we are in the same boat as the rest of these guys. No spark, No
codes, no iideas. Phillip answered 3 years ago. Has anyone tried replacing the under hood fuse
box, seen a video on it, kinda sorta seem to work for the guy. I'm having the same problem but if
I reset the ECM it will crank and I can drive it but will eventually die out on the road anybody
have any ideas. Chad answered 3 years ago. Guru5FK6H answered 3 years ago. Ronniefoster
answered 3 years ago. I don't know if this helps anybody or if you're still in the same situation
but I just went through all of this with my 97 Ram 5. I took my truck to the local mechanic
because my oil pressure gauge would drop to 0 after driving it for about 15 minutes when I
came to a stop in my truck. There was no problem with the way it ran or the way it started. The
maintenance light was on but no other lights. As soon as I gave it gas the gauge came right
back up again. This mechanic had permission to do diagnostics only. I called them 2 days later
to pick up the truck to get some hay. Put an lb bale in it and could not get it to go 30 miles an
hour. Had to take the truck back to them. They screwed something up in the truck. Got
paperwork from them showing bad ECM, coils and 02 sensor and the engine light was on when I
picked it up from them. This condition did not exist until after I left the truck with them. I picked

up the truck and took it home, barely. Replaced the ECM, coils and 02 sensors and it is doing
the same thing. Benjamin answered 2 years ago. GuruWBV2T answered 2 years ago. I have a
dodge Ram 5. Still no fire. Is there a way to eliminate all of these sensors and make it start like
old school? West Tenn answered 2 years ago. I'm in same boat Still no spark from Ignition coil
I'm seeing a lot of the same answers. I've replaced the cap, rotor, wires, plugs both crank and
cam sensor, coil, and the pcm. Still a lawn ornament. Did any of you guys with a second gen
replace the distributor pick up plate.. GuruTJ1KT answered 2 years ago. I recently traded for a
Ram with the 5. It restarted and has been running fine until today. After watching a few YouTube
videos about why it had quit running the other day, I decided to change the cam and crank
sensors. After doing that, the truck will NOT start back! Just cranks. And now the engine light is
on. I borrowed a code reader and it shows both the cam and crank sensors are bad! I had a
friend crank the engine while I wiggled wires everywhere with no results. Anyone care to help
me diagnose this problem? GuruVTV35 answered 2 years ago. I have a 99 dodge with 8,0 liter.
The engine would stop at irregular times. Changed ecm and no further problem. Lonny
answered 2 years ago. Same problem, no spark, changed crankshaft position sensor,cam
sensor, coil, still no spark, I got volts from the coil wire but when I turn the truck over to start I
loose all voltage Tb answered 2 years ago. Lloyd answered about a year ago. I was banging my
head on my 98 Ram, had fuel but no spark, replaced crank sensor and coil, tried new computer
and still no power to coil. Went all winter without a plow truck : Ended up being the pick up coil
in the distributor, who ever said that only operates the injectors was full of crap, as soon as i
did that it fired right up. GuruLLS5N answered about a year ago. I have a 02 dodge ram with the
4. I have a Dodge 4. Thanks for all the input gang. Here's what happened to me and I it's running
now. I have a 97 dodge B Setting at a light, when started to go the engine started sputtering
then fell on its face. It would not restart. I'm old school and thought it had jumped time, having
about , miles in the odm. But before jumping to a timing chain job I did a few test and read these
blogs about the trouble. I had switched the pcm before and had the old one which will not allow
the alternator to work but the engine would run. I switched it and still no good. Pulled no. There
is a mark on the distributor to align the button with. It checked good. I took the timing sensor
inside the distributor, crank sensor, and coil to the parts place and tested them against new
ones with an ohm meter. There were resistance differences on the coil so bought that. There
was inconsistent readings on the sensor in the distributor that lead me to believe I had a short
in a wire. I bought that too. The crank sensor read open across all pins as did the new one so I
passed on it. I replaced the distributor sensor and the coil and it started on the first hit. Pretty
sure it was the coil and I broke a wire in the sensor moving it around. If you have changed the
coil pcm and related sensors and it still doesn't start. I would check the timing by lining up the
timing marks on the harmonic balancer and distributor. GuruL3D79 answered about a year ago.
Bought new coil but still nothing. Checked distriburtor- looks okay. Maybe the ECU is toasted?
Engine turns over, i had fuel pressure at first but now its gone also. This car has OBD2 i think,
what do you guys thing, will computer tell anything? I need to know before i call towcar and
drive 60miles to the garage where they still have diagnostic tools for so old car. Coop answered
9 months ago. Got a 01 ram sport. It started acting up dieing on me but would start back few
mins later so i went out of town came back started to work on it and it did fine for 3 weeks then
it died and never started since ,it has no spark and drained a brand new battery ive ,replaced
coil,,,pcm,, distributor,, ,crank sensor,,,, all fuses good ,,,and fuel control mod. On carb. Im lost
now still nothing tired of throwing money in it. GuruJ93SL answered 7 months ago. Coop Did
you replace the distributor pick-up Aka: Cam Sensor that's located inside the ignition
distributor? It's often the reason for no spark if the ignition coil and the crankshaft sensor are
both good. Also, check all ground - connections. If ALL sensors test good, check wiring
harness wires. I've also seen defective new sensors. FlyingHawaiin answered 2 months ago. I'm
at the point now where I changed my Crank shaft sensor and still no spark to the coil. I will take
the cap off the distributor and check the points and replace the distributor assembly sensor
next. Haven't replaced the cam shaft Sensor yet. I think the problem was coming from the
distributor itself?? To be determined. At least the cam shaft sensor is a million times easier to
replace then the crank shaft sensor was. You need to be long armed and skinny. Dreaded
answered 2 weeks ago. I went through all this. Saw the lightning bolt, so had the throttle body
changed, and continued to go down the line. Thought it was the crank, the cam, the distributor,
even power to the starter. Finally, my wife found a mobile mechanic, who came over at around
8pm, at about 31degrees farenheit outside, and did the regular checks. Tries the ignition, check
the fuses and relays, checked the starter, checked the fuel pump, got on his back on the frigid,
black top, and then went back under the hood, asked my wife to crank it, check for fuel
preassure. All this time he's quiet. Took about 35 minutes inspecting everything. Went under
the car again, and a few minutes later, came up and said he can turn it on and get it running that

night, but he needed to go buy a wire. We decided against it, and asked that he come the next
day, by midday, when the sun would provide a a tiny bit of heat. He did, and got my car to run.
Running ever since. I had a mechanic from Dodge Chrisler look at my car, and he couldnt figure
what was wrong with it. This young man, came in and did, what I was beginning to think would
never happen. Check the wires, to and from the fuel pump and the starter. I dont know what he
did, I was at work the day he returned with the wire, and got the car to run. Pulled a plug and
checked for spark, n Driving down road motor fell on its face and then died. Now it will just
crank and crank but will not start. I have replaced cps with no luck. Have fuel and spark. Need
help. I need help Will crank but no spark and fuel and battery gauges are showing dead. Have
replaced crank sensor,cam sensor,distributor cap,rotor button, coil, ignition switch, fuses, and
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